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spoken english we use with to mean because of or as a result of this is especially common in
speaking with all this work i d better stay in tonight i couldn t sleep with the noise of the
traffic with other uses with is used with the following words she made contact with marina after
ten years the word and is a conjunction and when a conjunction joins two independent clauses you
should use a comma with it the proper place for the comma is before the conjunction on monday we
ll see the eiffel tower and on tuesday we ll visit the louvre with is one of the most common
prepositions in english that can be used in different contexts it can also be an adverb in
informal contexts to learn them take a look 1 functions of with as a preposition with indicates
company with shows the instrument with is used to describe someone or something with indicates
the content or in fact talk with is grammatically correct as the 2 members have pointed out in
the earlier answer and comment the form talk to is found rather more often used though talk with
is not uncommon by any means what to know it s perfectly acceptable to begin a sentence with and
as well as doing so with words such as but or or using and at the beginning of a sentence has
been a practice for over a thousand years instantly correct grammatical mistakes with our free
online grammar check check for typos punctuation and spelling errors and sentence clarity to
improve your writing



with grammar cambridge dictionary May 20 2024 spoken english we use with to mean because of or as
a result of this is especially common in speaking with all this work i d better stay in tonight i
couldn t sleep with the noise of the traffic with other uses with is used with the following
words she made contact with marina after ten years
when to use a comma before and grammarly Apr 19 2024 the word and is a conjunction and when a
conjunction joins two independent clauses you should use a comma with it the proper place for the
comma is before the conjunction on monday we ll see the eiffel tower and on tuesday we ll visit
the louvre
how to use the preposition with in the english grammar Mar 18 2024 with is one of the most common
prepositions in english that can be used in different contexts it can also be an adverb in
informal contexts to learn them take a look 1 functions of with as a preposition with indicates
company with shows the instrument with is used to describe someone or something with indicates
the content or
word choice what shall i use with or to english Feb 17 2024 in fact talk with is grammatically
correct as the 2 members have pointed out in the earlier answer and comment the form talk to is
found rather more often used though talk with is not uncommon by any means
can a sentence start with and words not to start Jan 16 2024 what to know it s perfectly
acceptable to begin a sentence with and as well as doing so with words such as but or or using
and at the beginning of a sentence has been a practice for over a thousand years
free grammar checker grammarly Dec 15 2023 instantly correct grammatical mistakes with our free
online grammar check check for typos punctuation and spelling errors and sentence clarity to
improve your writing
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